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Abstract The measurement and collection of digital magnetic field data in Europe extends back to the
1970s, providing over 30 years of data for the analysis of severe space weather. Although paper records can
potentially extend these data sets back by over a century, few digitized records are currently available for
use in extreme studies. Therefore, we rely on theoretical arguments and modeling to elucidate the largest
likely variations of the magnetic field. We assess the relationship, during the three largest storms in the
digital era, between variations in the horizontal magnetic field and the largest measured Dst index to
estimate likely magnetic variations for more extreme storms in northern and midlatitude Europe. We
examine how geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) flow in the UK and French networks during recent
severe storms and analyze the sensitivity of these flows to changes in grid parameters. The maximum GIC
computed at any one node in the French and UK grids are 44 A and 208 A, respectively. Sensitivity tests
show that while gross changes of the whole network structure, such as disconnecting parts of the network,
reduces the mean GIC per node, changes in GIC at individual nodes have distinct behaviors implying
that local effects are network dependent and require detailed modeling to sufficiently characterize GIC.
In addition, the scale factors we have derived allow GIC results from recent storms to be upscaled to
estimate the potential risk to the system from more extreme events, such as the Carrington storm in 1859.

1. Introduction

Electric fields are induced in the ground during geomagnetic storms due to the changing magnetic field
within the conductive subsurface. For extreme space weather events these induced electric fields can cause
large geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) to flow from the ground into high-voltage power systems and
out again at points where the networks offer a low-resistance path for near DC currents [e.g., Viljanen and
Pirjola, 1994; Pirjola et al., 2005].

The economic impacts of an extreme space weather event could potentially be significant if damage were to
occur across many points in a high-voltage power network [e.g., Radasky, 2011; Schulte in den Bümen et al.,
2014]. For example, in the UK, the 13 March 1989 geomagnetic storm caused damage to two transformers
[Erinmez et al., 2002a, 2002b] while, more significantly, the same event resulted in the tripping out of the
Quebec transmission network for several hours [Boteler et al., 1989]. Hence, the threat of large GIC is of concern
to transmission network operators and governments [e.g., Cannon, 2013].

Detailed geophysical studies of geomagnetic storms and GIC, such as McKay [2003] and Turnbull [2011], have
modeled the impact on simplified models of the high-voltage transmission system of the UK. Thomson et al.
[2005] showed that the measured GIC during the October 2003 storm, which reached 40 A in Central Scotland,
could be reproduced by geophysical models of the magnetic and electric fields during the storm, combined
with a DC model of the transmission network. This suggests such models can be a useful tool in investigating
how large and complex transmission networks respond to space weather.

Pulkkinen et al. [2012] developed scenarios of realistic electric field changes for the UK mainland, based on
work from Thomson et al. [2011]. Large GIC values were generated using a relatively basic model of the UK
power network; therefore, Beggan et al. [2013] further investigated potential extreme GIC values using a more
sophisticated network model and an improved surface conductivity model, based on lithological constraints.
Values of up to 460 A were modeled in one transformer substation, or system node, for a 200 year return level
event in the UK.

The sensitivity of GIC to variations in the geophysical conductance models was further checked by Beggan
[2015], who showed that variations in one- and two-dimensional ground conductivity models tended to be
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of second-order importance, in terms of GIC production, compared to the first-order significance of auroral
electrojet position and strength—though local ground conductivity details could be important for GIC at
some nodes in a network. Note, if we fix the ionospheric source, then the ground conductivity is the major
contributor to GIC values.

Viljanen et al. [2014] produced the first mainland Europe-wide model of GIC and of ground conductivity. This
also provided an independent analysis of GIC in the UK for recent major storms to be compared with, for
example, Thomson et al. [2005]. Viljanen et al. [2014] also demonstrated the (increasing) latitude dependence
of GIC across Europe, previously seen in results for the USA and Canada, and assessed the magnitude of GIC
that could occur in Scandinavia, particularly in Norway.

Though no systematic studies of GIC solely for the high-voltage French grid have been carried out, Torta et al.
[2012] provide extensive research into the potential effects within the Spanish network, located south of and
connected to the French system. Torta et al. [2012] found that GIC of up to 35 A in one node could be reached
during a storm of relatively high intensity.

In this paper we provide context for previous extreme GIC event studies, which were based on extreme
value statistical analyses of magnetic variation data caused by auroral electrojet activity [e.g., Thomson et al.,
2011]. We do this by using a different approach to estimating extreme magnetic variations, involving the
equatorial ring current index, Dst, as a proxy for the severity of magnetic storms. Dst is particularly interest-
ing for a storm proxy as an estimate has been made of Dst during the “Carrington Event” (September 1859)
at an average of around −800 nT and a peak of over −1700 nT by Siscoe et al. [2006] and Tsurutani et al.
[2003], respectively. From theoretical arguments Vasyliūnas [2011] has suggested a maximum possible Dst
of −2500 nT.

We therefore examine Dst in relation to measured magnetic variations at middle- to higher-latitude European
observatories, in order to establish scaling relations between the two. These relationships can then be
used to scale historical storm data to investigate how the European transmission system might respond
to particularly severe space weather (for example, by assuming the time profile of the magnetic field
during recent storms). We use electrical transmission system models for the UK and for France, to com-
pare how latitude variations and network topology impact GIC in both isolated (UK) and more connected
(France) systems. We do not need to model the whole European grid when considering France but only
take into account some nearest-border stations. A sensitivity analysis, in terms of network parameters and
configuration, then helps determine the level of accuracy with which one can specify GIC at particular
nodes (that is, transformer substations) in each system. This analysis may help provide network operators,
regulatory authorities, and governments with additional information on likely system performance during
severe space weather.

Section 2 describes the methodology used to relate Dst and magnetic variation at middle to high latitudes, as
well as the protocol we use for computing GIC in a high-voltage network, through combining a ground con-
ductivity model and time-varying magnetic field model. Section 3 then details the results obtained from the
analysis of recent historical storms and the results of a sensitivity analysis of GIC flows to changes in network
parameters and topology. In section 4 we discuss these results, relating them to our current understanding
of how such systems behave.

2. Methodology

The first part of this section examines two methods relating Dst to magnetic field variations at middle to
high latitudes. The second part outlines the methodology used in computing GIC in both the French and UK
high-voltage networks. We also describe how we can use the scaling values with measured magnetic data
from the three largest storms of the digital era: 13–14 March 1989, 29–31 October 2003, and 9–11 June 1991.
The third part describes the various sensitivity analyses which explore how GIC in nodes of a network change
as we alter the configuration of the network’s resistances and topology.

2.1. Upscaling Magnetic Field Variations Via Dst
We investigate two methods for scaling historical storms using measured and theoretical values of the Dst
index and relate these to measured magnetic field variations at middle to high latitudes.

In terms of measured magnetic variations and Dst, prior to the early 1980s, only analogue measurements
recorded on paper exist, though these do extend back to the 1840s and contain major magnetic storms such
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Table 1. Variation of the Absolute Value of the Horizontal Component
(Rounded to the Nearest 10 nT) Recorded at UK (LER: Lerwick and HAD:
Hartland) and French (CLF: Chambon-la-Forêt) Observatories During
Recent Severe Storms and Their Estimated Size Using the Exponential
Extrapolation Method

H (nT)
Dst (nT) CLF HAD LER

Measured

9 Jun 1991 220 200 780 1750

30 Oct 2003 383 750 920 2500

13 Mar 1989 589 670 1510 2800

Exponential fit

Siscoe et al. [2006] 800 1100 1800 3350

Tsurutani et al. [2003] 1700 2400 3000 4750

Vasyliūnas [2011] 2500 3600 4000 5600

as the Carrington Event and the May
1921 storm. Unfortunately, it has
proven difficult to extract an accurate
digital record of these severe storms
for use in GIC simulations, due to
scaling issues and incomplete data,
so we need to rely upon modern
records to understand the nature of
extreme events. In the digital era, the
three most severe magnetic storms
(in Europe) occurred in March 1989,
June 1991, and October 2003. We do
note that fewer magnetometer data
exist for the March 1989 event than
for October 2003, so there is a some-
what larger uncertainty in the actual
strength of the magnetic field across
the region.

As the Dst index is essentially a proxy of the strength of the equatorial ring current, during a geomagnetic
storm at higher latitudes the effect from the ring current is much lower than that at the equator, as much of
the measured magnetic disturbance likely arises from highly active auroral electrojets. However, there will be
some contribution to the measured magnetic field from the ring current.

We thus examine two alternative methods of scaling historical storms using Dst. The first method involves
fitting an appropriate trend (in this case an exponential curve) to relate Dst and the variation of the measured
horizontal field variation. We note that Dst can be interpreted as a global measure of energy input into the
magnetosphere (e.g., through the Burton-McPherron-Russell equation); hence, some fraction of this energy
input then drives auroral current systems at the latitudes we are interested in. For this reason it is not unrealistic
to assume that there will be some relationship between measured magnetic variations at middle to high
latitudes and Dst. The second method assumes a simple physical dipolar ring current model which contributes
to the measured magnetic field at higher latitudes as some ratio of the total measured field. We intend to use
the Dst index as a scaling factor for the temporal variation captured in the H values. From both of these models,
we are able to provide a set of upscaling factors which, when applied to modern magnetic measurements,
could account for “Carrington”-sized or larger events.

We first investigate correspondences between observed total magnetic field variations in the horizontal
(denoted H) plane and the Dst index. We examined the three largest H component variations in the UK and
France during the digital instrument era and compared them with Dst. The three storms and associated Dst
are given in the first three rows of Table 1 (using the absolute value of Dst and H variation rounded to 10 nT,
for convenience). Note that the timing of the largest H variations may not necessarily coincide with the time
of peak Dst, as the Dst index is measuring global activity at an hourly cadence, while H is a measure of
geomagnetic activity local to each observatory.

Figure 1 shows a scatterplot of peak H variations from Chambon-la-Forêt (CLF, geomagnetic coordinates for
2015.0: 49.47∘N, 85.78∘E), in France and Hartland (HAD: 53.47∘N, 80.18∘E), and Lerwick (LER: 61.67∘N, 88.64∘E)
observatories in the UK against the largest Dst during each storm. There is a clear linear to nonlinear trend,
though there are some idiosyncrasies, for example, the 2003 value of H at CLF is actually larger than that
during the 1989 storm.

We therefore choose to fit a second-order exponential curve (that is, y = x0+x1 ⋅10+x2 ⋅102) through the data
and extrapolate to larger values of the Dst (i.e., the 800, 1700, and 2500 nT values identified in section 1), where
the fit includes the origin. The extrapolated values for LER of between 3350 and 5600 nT/min are in the range
of those from Thomson et al. [2011] who estimated such levels as appropriate for a 200 year return maxima.
We note that other trend curves may also be useful in relating Dst and measured H. Hence, our scale factors
must be assumed to have some uncertainty associated with them. However, we note that a linear fit would
give unrealistically large values for Lerwick. The final three rows of Table 1 show some extreme values of Dst
and the corresponding estimated values of H variation for each Dst.
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Figure 1. Dst versus the Horizontal variation at the Lerwick (LER), Hartland (HAD), and Chambon-la-Forêt (CLF)
observatories with an exponential fit to the data. Dashed horizontal lines show 800 nT, 1700 nT, and 2500 nT.

In the second method for estimating H variations from measured Dst, a simple dipole model of the equatorial
ring current is scaled by the Dst recorded during the three storms in Table 1. Lerwick has a geomagnetic
latitude of around 60∘N, so the Dst contribution to the observatory H variation is relatively small. Table 2 shows
the theoretical contribution to the magnetic field from the ring current at Chambon-la-Forêt, Hartland, and
Lerwick. Also shown are the (rounded) measured H variations recorded for each storm, which are much larger
due to the predominant influence of the auroral electrojet at these latitudes.

During the March 1989 storm, a Dst of 589 nT, gives a theoretical value of horizontal (north pointing) field
strength of 275 nT at Lerwick observatory. The total measured horizontal field variation was 2800 nT, implying
that the ring current contribution was about 10% of the total. For the 1991 storm the ring current contribution
was 6%, while for the 2003 storm it was 7%. At HAD and CLF, the contribution from the ring current was
much larger, up to 72% at CLF, though the average of the three storms is around 50%. Thus, if we take a
representative value for the contribution from the ring current to be around 10% at Lerwick, 25% at Hartland,
and 50% at Chambon-la-Forêt, we can estimate the ring current contribution to the H component variation
for other storms for which Dst is known or estimated.

Using this simple ring current model factor of 10% for Lerwick, a Dst of 800 nT would give a horizontal mag-
netic field of 375 nT at Lerwick which implies a total horizontal magnetic field variation on the order of 3750 nT.
For the 1700 nT and 2500 nT Dst scenarios, the magnetic field variations are larger than the values suggested
in Table 1 from the exponential fit. For a Dst of 2500 nT, the value for the H variation of 11,700 nT is over 70%
of the main field magnitude at this location, which may be regarded as physically unrealistic.

Table 2. Variation of the Horizontal Component (Rounded to the Nearest 10 nT) Recorded During Three Severe Storms
and the Contribution From the Ring Current (RC) at Each Observatorya

H (nT) (%) H (nT) (%) H (nT) (%)
Dst (nT) RC CLF Ratio RC HAD Ratio RC LER Ratio

Measured

9 Jun 1991 220 142 200 71.0 133 780 17.1 105 1750 6.0

30 Oct 2003 383 247 750 32.9 232 920 25.2 175 2500 7.0

13 Mar 1989 589 380 670 56.7 358 1510 23.7 275 2800 9.8

Ring current

Siscoe et al. [2006] 800 515 1030 50 486 1944 25 375 3750 10

Tsurutani et al. [2003] 1700 1100 2200 50 1033 4132 25 795 7950 10

Vasyliūnas [2011] 2500 1610 3220 50 1520 6080 25 1170 11700 10
aAlso shown are the extrapolated variations to extreme Dst scenarios assuming the ring current model.
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Table 3. Scale Factors Relating Modern Measured Data During Known
Storms and Hypothesized Extreme Events, Through the Dst Index

Scale Factor

Dst (nT) CLF HAD LER

Exponential fit

Oct 2003 1700 3.2 3.3 1.9

Mar 1989 2500 5.4 2.6 2.0

Ring current

Oct 2003 1700 2.9 4.5 3.2

Mar 1989 2500 4.8 4.0 4.2

Finally, from the analysis in this
section, we can use the maximum
estimated values of magnetic field
variation in Tables 1 and 2 to give a
scaling factor for the historical storms
in the digital era. For example, a sim-
ple linear scaling of the magnetic field
values would suggest (from Table 1)
that to adequately scale the March
1989 storm at CLF to a theoretical
maximum Dst of 2500 nT, the mag-
netic field values should be multiplied
by 3600∕670 = 5.4.

We chose to scale the October 2003 storm to a Dst of 1700 nT and the March 1989 storm to 2500 nT. Table 3
shows the scaling factors for both scenarios at all three observatories for both the exponential fit and ring
current estimates explained above; we find that the scaling values range between 1.9 and 5.4.

2.2. Calculating GIC in Electrical Transmission Systems
We combine a model of the ground conductivity of the area with the spatial and temporal measurements
of the horizontal magnetic field (sampled at 1 min intervals) to compute the surface electric field. A model
of the high-voltage power grid and its nodes (or transformers) is then used, which describes the position of
the transmission lines and the grounding points. The voltages along each transmission line arising from the
surface electrical field are integrated and inverted to calculate GIC in each node. In this study we base our
ground conductivity model on the work of Ádám et al. [2012] and for brevity show results from historical
magnetic field data from the two largest recent storms of 29–30 October 2003 and 13–14 March 1989. We
use the method of Spherical Elementary Current Systems (SECS) to interpolate the magnetic field across each
region of interest using available magnetic observatory data [Amm, 1997].

In order to compute the electric field response in the UK, we use a thin-sheet modeling code based upon the
work of Vasseur and Weidelt [1977] which has been employed in several previous studies [e.g., McKay, 2003;
Thomson et al., 2005; Beggan et al., 2013]. The code determines the surface electric field arising at a particular
frequency (in this case 1.67 × 10−3 Hz, based on using a period of 600 s) from conductivity models of the
surface and subsurface, though we point out that using only one frequency does not yield a full time-domain
response. We take the surface model of conductivity from Ádám et al. [2012] and use a simplified 1-D model
of the conductivity at depth using a single representative block from the Ádám et al. [2012] model.

Using a series of Green’s functions and integrals, a two-dimensional thin-sheet shallow approximation of the
conductance can be used to model the effect that conductivity variations have on redistributing regional
or “normal” currents induced elsewhere (for example, in the sea). The surface layer can be regarded as an
infinitely thin sheet of finite laterally variable conductance, across which certain boundary conditions apply.
A horizontal magnetic field will induce an electric field in the subsurface which creates a discontinuity current
sheet at the surface. Hence, the thin-sheet model includes the effect that lateral conductivity variations will
have on redistributing regional currents induced elsewhere. A period of 600 s is used, as a previous study
[McKay, 2003] showed that it best matches the recorded GIC from four sites in Scotland during the 2003 storm.

In terms of ground conductivity for France, we apply the same local 1-D (layered) ground conductivity mod-
els as within the EURISGIC (European Risk from Geomagnetically Induced Currents) project [Viljanen, 2011].
We note that the calculation of the electric field in France is based on a local 1-D assumption. It follows that
close to boundaries of different conductivity blocks the spatial variation of the field cannot be modeled in a
fully accurate way. On the other hand, the electric field is always integrated along power lines to determine
voltages between nodes. This means that small-scale variations of the field are thus less important. The elec-
tric field response in France was computed using the frequency domain method which incorporates all the
time variations of the magnetic field.

We used the approach of Lehtinen and Pirjola [1985], based on Ohm’s and Kirchoff’s laws, to calculate the size
of GIC entering and exiting the earthed high-voltage network at the n earthed nodes:

Ie = (1 + YnZe)−1Je (1)
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Figure 2. The EURISGIC power transmission networks of the (left) UK and (right) France. Line voltages are color coded
according to the legend. The four stations used in the sensitivity analysis of the UK grid are identified by letters A, B, C,
and D.

where Je is the geovoltage between nodes, Ze is the earthing impedance matrix including the earthing
resistances of the system. Yn is the network admittance matrix and Ie is the GIC at each node.

For consistency in the comparison of results between the countries, we use the pan-European high-voltage
network model developed during the EURISGIC project and described by Viljanen et al. [2012]. It includes
transmission lines at the voltage level 200 kV and above and is compiled from various sources, including the
map of the European interconnected network by ENTSO-E (European Network of Transmission System Oper-
ators for Electricity) issued in 2010, and individual maps of nations and existing models from previous local
studies. There are several simplifying assumptions in the model, but this network is designed to provide a
good representation of a large-scale power grid. The power grid models for the UK and France used in this
study are shown in Figure 2; note that all connections in the UK are assumed to be one circuit.

The UK has 222 nodes with 279 connections in total, while in France about 200 nodes and 320 transmission
lines have been included. As the French grid has AC connections to neighboring countries we also include
the nearest substations to the French border and their nearest neighbors to avoid artificial enhancements of
GIC at the French border; these terminating connections are also shown in green in Figure 2. A value of 0.5 Ω
is used for the earthing resistance of each node (based on, e.g., Viljanen et al. [2012] and McKay [2003]), which
is the sum of the actual grounding resistance and transformer resistance. We have no information of possible
autotransformers, full-wound transformers, or other more complex cases, so we have assumed that all nodes
are “simple”; i.e., a three-phase power transmission line is connected to a transformer with a neutral point into
the ground.

2.3. Sensitivity of System and Nodal GIC to Network Changes
In order to assess the sensitivity of modeled GIC in a system to changes in network configuration, we investi-
gate three scenarios showing results solely from the UK network. In particular, we investigate (1) varying the
earthing resistance of all nodes in the network, (2) varying all line resistances, and (3) removing some lines
from the network. We investigate the effect these changes have both on the GIC in the network as a whole,
and at four individual sites, as identified in Figure 2 (labeled A to D).

These four sites are chosen to represent different aspects of the network. Site A is an isolated node at the far
north of the grid with only one connection, Site B has four connections radiating away to the cardinal points,
Site C is a well-connected node (with six connections) near the center of the network, and Site D is a corner
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node with only two connections at the far south of the grid. We note that a similar study undertaken for nodes
in France gave broadly similar results, when expressed in normalized terms (not shown).

As noted, a lack of available information about the types of transformers at each node (i.e., transformer
substation) leads us to assign a constant earthing resistance to each, which is assumed to be 0.5 Ω
[see Viljanen et al., 2012]. For our first sensitivity test we evaluate how altering the earthing resistance
affects the modeled GIC by multiplying all resistances by a common factor, C, taken to be between
0.5 and 5.

The line resistances in the network are calculated by using the known line resistance per unit length at each
voltage level (see Viljanen et al. [2012] for detail). In the second sensitivity test we therefore vary the per-unit
length line resistance across the grid, again by a common factor C, while keeping the earthing resistances at
their original values. According to the Réseau de Transport d’Électricité (RTE France), the variability of the line
resistance per unit length can be of the order 30% across their network, which makes a relevant range for C
from 0.7 to 1.3.

In the final test we remove lines from the grid in an approximately random way, with every nth node dis-
connected from all others, where n is an integer less than the total number of nodes. The only constraint
we impose on this scheme is that the four nodes identified in Figure 2 retain their connections to their
nearest neighbor so that the effect on GIC at these nodes when distant nodes are disconnected remains
relevant.

3. Results

Using the methods described in section 2 we estimate the GIC generated in both the UK and French grids using
data from historical storms. We then examine the effect on GIC values when the earthing and line resistances
are changed and the topology of the network is altered.

3.1. GIC From Historical Storms
The GIC for each node in the UK and French networks were computed at a cadence of 1 min. As a single num-
ber characterizing the network response to space weather, we show the average of absolute GIC per node in
each of the UK and French networks throughout the October 2003 and March 1989 storms in Figures 3 (top)
and 4 (top), respectively. The time evolution of the average GIC is quite different between the two grids.
Though many of the peaks in activity occur at approximately the same time, there are clear differences in
fine-scale structure. For example, on 29 October there is a peak in activity around 13:00 UT in France which is
largely absent in the UK grid; conversely, there is an extended period of elevated GIC in the UK grid centered
around midnight on 30 October which does not appear in the French grid. The difference between the two
grids is due to the different time-domain modeling technique. For the UK grid, the thin-sheet method uses
only the 600 s period, whereas for the French grid, all periods are included. The peaks in average GIC are larger
in the UK network compared to France, which is due to the lower magnitude of the magnetic field variations
experienced in France as compared to the UK.

The maximum GIC experienced at any time in the storm by each node is also shown in Figures 3 (bottom row)
and 4 (bottom row), though this may not be contemporaneous with the time of the peak in the average of
GIC. It is also evident from the spatial distribution that some nodes in either grid are more greatly affected by
space weather than others, with nodes at the edges or “corners” of each grid showing largest GIC in general.
The maximum GIC at each node are clearly larger in the UK grid than the French grid, which is consistent with
the larger average of absolute GIC observed. These differences are likely due to proximity to the auroral oval
and the coastal effects that manifest in the thin-sheet modeling of the electric field, compared to the more
direct method of Viljanen and Pirjola [1994].

These two largest storms can be scaled to match the suggested extreme values of Dst, for example, with the
October 2003 storm scaled to a Dst of 1700 nT, using scaling factors of 3.3 and 4.5, and the March 1989 storm
scaled to a value related to a Dst of 2500 nT, using a scaling factor of 2.6 and 4.0 (cf. Table 3). Table 4 shows
the maximum GIC seen at an individual node and the peak average of absolute GIC for both the unscaled and
scaled storm data. We chose to scale using the values at Hartland as it is relatively central both in terms of the
scale factors and geographically to the region of interest.
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Figure 3. Average ∣GIC∣ during the 29–30 October 2003 in the (top) UK and (middle) French networks, and (bottom
row) maximum GIC at each node in the (left) UK and (right) French grids at any time during the October 2003 storm.
Green circles represent nodes which are outside of the French grid.
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Figure 4. Average ∣GIC∣ during the 13–14 March 1989 in the (top) UK and (middle) French networks, and (bottom row)
maximum GIC at each node in the (left) UK and (right) French grids at any time during the October 2003 storm. Green
circles represent nodes which are outside of the French grid.
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Table 4. Estimated GIC in Both UK and French Transmission Grids for Measured and Extrapolated Storm Dataa

UK France

Dst Scaling Max GIC Peak Mean (GIC) Max GIC Peak Mean (GIC)
Storm (nT) Factor (A) (A) (A) (A)

Oct 2003 383 - 142 21 40 6

Mar 1989 589 - 208 29 44 7

Exponential fit

Scaled Oct 2003 1700 3.3 469 68 132 19

Scaled Mar 1989 2500 2.6 541 75 114 17

Ring current

Scaled Oct 2003 1700 4.5 639 93 180 26

Scaled Mar 1989 2500 4.0 832 115 176 26
aScaled to Hartland using the values from the exponential fit and ring current models.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis
As described in section 2.3, we also investigated the sensitivity of normalized GIC at each node to changes
in the configuration of network parameters. In the following sections we present the results of three tests:
varying the earthing resistance (section 3.2.1), varying the line resistance (section 3.2.2), and reducing the
number of lines in the network (section 3.2.3). In each case we explored the effect on the whole of the UK grid
as well as the effect at the four individual sites highlighted in Figure 2. For brevity we only show the results
for the storm in March 1989, but the October 2003 storm gave consistent results. We also performed a similar
study for the French grid which again gave similar results in terms of overall behavior (not shown).
3.2.1. Varying the Earthing Resistance Across the Whole Network
The earthing resistance of transformers (in this case the sum of transformer resistances and the actual ground-
ing resistance) varies due to differences in the manner of grounding or the type of transformer in service.
We examine here how the GIC at each node in the system changes as the resistance increases (in principle,
reducing the total GIC entering the system) or decreases (increasing the GIC entering the system). Figure 5
(top panel) shows normalized sum of absolute GIC, with respect to an unmodified grid, for the network
when the earthing resistances are multiplied by a factor, C, between 0.5 and 5. As expected, reducing earth-
ing resistance increases the sum of absolute GIC by a factor of around 38% for a value of C = 0.5, while
increasing the earthing resistance reduces GIC by a factor of 55% for a value of C = 5. However, rather than
being a simple offset we see nonlinear variability in the response of GIC in the system with larger changes
when C = 0.5.

At the four individual sites identified in Figure 2, whose sensitivity data are shown in Figure 5, the effect of
changing the earthing resistance is largely consistent with that observed in the whole grid. However, at sites
A and B there are occasional peaks in GIC for the altered grids which are, at times, more than thrice as large
as the unmodified grid. However, these peaks occur mostly at times when the GIC are small and are actually
an effect of the normalization used. Note that in the UK the magnitude of the geoelectric field is used to
compute GIC rather than the signed value. This means that the GIC tend to remain either positive or negative
at a particular site throughout the modeled storms.
3.2.2. Varying the Line Resistance Across the Whole Network
Line resistance data are available for some networks but for simplicity in the EURISGIC model fixed values of
0.008, 0.022, and 0.0185 Ω km−1 were used for 400 kV, 275 kV, and 220 kV lines, respectively [Viljanen et al.,
2012, and references therein]. In Figure 6 (top) we show the normalized sum of absolute GIC across all nodes
where all the line resistances are multiplied by a common factor, C, between 0.7 and 1.3, and again normal-
ized to the case where C = 1. As in the previous section increasing the common resistance factor leads to a
decrease in the sum of the GIC, and similarly, a decrease in resistance leads to an overall increase in GIC. There
is a similar nonlinear change in the sum of the GIC depending on the reduction of the line resistance.

Figure 6 (bottom) shows that these systematic changes have a mostly consistent impact at the four indi-
vidual stations. Again sites A and B show occasions when the GIC is approximately doubled, but it is not
a consistent offset throughout the whole storm and is most apparent at times when the GIC magnitude
is small.
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Figure 5. GIC in the UK network, for the 13–14 March 1989 storm, when the earthing resistances in the whole grid are multiplied by a common factor,
C (indicated by the legend). (top) The sum of absolute GIC in the whole grid, normalized to the sum of absolute GIC when C = 1. (bottom) Normalized GIC
at the four stations as identified in Figure 2.
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Figure 6. GIC in the UK network, for the 13–14 March 1989 storm, when the line resistances in the whole grid are multiplied by a common factor, C (indicated by
the legend). (top) The sum of absolute GIC in the whole grid, normalized to the sum of absolute GIC when C = 1. (bottom) Normalized GIC at the four stations as
identified in Figure 2.
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Figure 7. Maps of the UK network as lines are progressively removed in the sensitivity analysis. Numbers in the top left of each plot are the number of lines
remaining in the network.

3.2.3. Reducing the Number of Lines in the Network
During an extreme space weather event, one outcome could be that parts of a high-voltage network become
disconnected, perhaps due to failure of transformers in the system or automated tripping out of critical
infrastructure. The actual behavior of a real-life grid in this scenario would clearly depend on the contin-
ued connectivity to power-generating stations as well as on other factors such as frequency control and
load-balancing systems. However, we model what happens to the GIC experience at a node as a network
structure changes from being nationally connected to regionally isolated. This is achieved by (approximately)
randomly removing nodes in the network. Each node was allocated a number between 1 and 222 (ordered
by site name), and then every nth node is disconnected from the grid, where n is an integer less than 222
(the total number of nodes in the UK grid). We then examined the effect across the network as a whole and at
the four chosen nodes shown in Figure 2 (right). Figure 7 shows, in this example, that as the number of lines
is reduced the grid separates into smaller isolated parts.

The mean of absolute GIC per node in the UK network is shown in Figure 8 (top) for this range of grid con-
figurations. The colors represent the number of lines left in the network starting from the unmodified case
(279 lines) down to 90 lines. Only nodes that are still connected are included in the mean at each stage. Overall,
as the number of lines is reduced the mean value of GIC in the nodes remaining decreases.

The response to this line removal is noticeably different at the four individual sites shown in Figure 8 (bottom).
At Site A there is very little difference in the GIC as we change the number of connected nodes. This is due to its
isolated position in the network; node A is only connected to one other node, which in turn only has one other
connection; therefore, once this connection has been removed, changes in the rest of the network will not
affect node A. It is interesting to note that even in this very simple case, with a single line, we still see relatively
large (∼30 A) GIC at the peak of the storm. In contrast, at Site B we see a significant reduction in GIC when we
reach the two most disconnected cases of 148 and 90 lines in the network. At this point the network on the
east coast has become almost completely separated from the rest of the grid, with only very short east-west
connections. This causes the GIC to reconfigure and flow differently through the remaining connections.

For node C the changes in GIC appear relatively limited, apart from the final stage when the number of lines
in the grid reduces to 90 and the GIC drops. This is a very connected node and the requirement of keeping
all of its connections “live” means that there remains a relatively large network surrounding it. This allows GIC
to flow through it until it is almost completely isolated. Finally, Site D remains connected into much of the
network during the simulation despite its relatively isolated position and the structure of the local network is
largely unchanged until most of the lines are removed. Its modeled GIC values do not vary significantly until
only the two long lines connecting it are left, when GIC values decrease.
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Figure 8. Mean of absolute GIC per node in the (top) UK network and (bottom) GIC at the four stations in Figure 2 as the number of lines in the grid is reduced.
The black line shows the mean GIC at each node in the original grid (279 lines), and the key shows the number of lines remaining in the grid at each stage of line
removal.
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4. Discussion

We have examined two different methods that relate magnetic field variations at middle to high latitudes to
the Dst index. We have done this as we wish to (a) then make use of research that estimates Carrington level
or theoretical maximum Dst through the upscaling of GIC simulations for recent magnetic storms with more
moderate peak Dst, and (b) provide a contrasting analysis to previous extreme event studies that have relied
on the inferred strength of the auroral electrojets. The first method uses extrapolation from a second-order
exponential fit to data measured at UK and French observatories during recent severe storms. This approach
may be open to question in terms of the fitting function used. However, for any fitting function it is reasonable
that it should pass through the origin and not extrapolate beyond the maximum strength of the magnetic
field. Overall, the maximum H values we get from this extrapolation for the largest Dst values are in reasonable
agreement with previous estimates using extreme value statistics [Thomson et al., 2011].

The second method of upscaling data using Dst uses a simple dipole model to estimate the contribution of
the ring current to variation in the H component observed at any middle- to higher-latitude observatory. The
results from this for Lerwick (3750 nT) broadly match the value estimated from the extrapolation method
(3350 nT) for Dst = 800 nT. For larger Dst the estimates diverge, especially for Dst of 2500 nT which would lead
to 5600 nT using the first method but 11,700 nT using the second. We might also question whether 11,700 nT
is perhaps too large to be physically realistic, but we include it as an extreme end-member in any case.

Scaling the March 1989 magnetic field data leads to peak GIC of up to 832 A in the UK and 176 A in France
under a Dst = 2500 nT scenario. These values do not agree with results shown in previous studies. For example,
832 A is much larger than the 460 A for a 200 year return level in Table 3 of Beggan et al. [2013]. This can be
explained by the fact that as estimated, the ring current contribution to the magnetic variation is rather small.
Hence, the dominating contribution comes from the electrojet, whose amplitude does not directly follow Dst
meaning the extreme values estimated here are obviously too large. In addition, Beggan et al. [2013] used a
different network model with 695 nodes and 1178 connections which makes a direct comparison invalid.

The differences in GIC between UK and France are due to a number of factors. Primarily, the conductivity
across the two regions is quite different, and the UK is particularly affected by the conductivity contrast at
the coast. The regions also experience different variations in the magnetic field magnitude during storms
due to their different proximity to the auroral electrojet and ring current. The electrojet is still obviously more
important due to the much faster magnetic field variations it induces compared to the ring current. Finally,
there are topological differences in each grid in terms of the number of connections, positions, and length of
electrical lines.

We also examined the sensitivity of GIC in both grids to variations in electrical parameters such as the earthing
and line resistances and the changes in the connectivity of the network. When the earthing and line resis-
tance were increased both changes led to a decrease in GIC as expected. An increase of around 38% in GIC
was observed when the earthing resistance was halved while a decrease of about 55% was seen when the
resistance was increased fivefold. For similar relative variations in line resistance we find the change in GIC
to be somewhat smaller. In this case, individual sites were affected in broadly the same manner as in the
overall grid.

When connecting lines are randomly removed, the mean value of GIC in the remaining nodes reduces as the
grid becomes more disconnected. However, when we examined how this affected individual sites, it appears
that local connections have a dominant effect on the size of GIC at each site. As the network becomes more
fractured, the GIC at each site changes in an idiosyncratic manner. For example, at site B GIC reduced once its
long E-W connections disappeared, causing the polarity of the GIC to subsequently reverse.

These observations suggest that the behavior of individual nodes in a network are strongly dependent on
the relative connectivity to other locations. Hence, it may not be obvious how GIC in a real network might
respond to isolation (planned or unplanned) during a severe space weather event.

5. Conclusion

We examined two methods for scaling magnetic field variations at middle to high latitudes using the mea-
sured and theoretical maxima of Dst. These give peak horizontal magnetic variations that agree reasonably
well with the results of other extrapolation techniques in the literature. The scale factors we have calculated
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(Tables 3 and 4) can be used to rescale the results given in Figures 3, 4, and 8 to examine what may occur
when Carrington-like or larger magnetic storms occur, assuming the time profile of events such as the storms
of March 1989 and October 2003.

In addition, we conducted three experiments to examine how GIC vary when changes are made to fundamen-
tal properties of the grid such as the earthing and line resistance parameters. System and nodal GIC become
smaller as line and earthing resistances increase and larger when these parameters are decreased. Disconnect-
ing parts of the network led to smaller GIC on average, though individual sites all showed different behavior
dependent on their setting, location, and connectivity.
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